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Abstract
This paper describes about Basic information of Binocular Single Vision and Strabismus.
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Introduction
Binocular single vision is a condition where one eye retinal

point is properly coordinated to another eye. Another name of the

retinal point is retinal corresponding point. It indicates that proper
retinal stimulation comes from the brain to the visual cortex. In

case of binocular single vision, fovea of both the eyes are corelated
properly.

Binocular single vision consists of 3 grades:
•

Simultaneous macular perception

•

Stereopsis.

•

Figure 1

Fusion

It should be always remembered that when binocular single vi-

sion is maintained properly, then normal retinal correspondence
is also maintained. It stimulates properly to “cortical process”. It
mainly occurs due to binocular fusion.
Binocular fusion is maintained by:

•
•

Sensory fusion
Motor fusion.

Sensory fusion

It is a cortical process, it means whatever the stimulation comes

from the retina to the brain, that creates proper image. If any type

of anomaly is found in the cortical process, then patient can get
problem in sensory fusion.
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Motor fusion
Motor fusion means, by the ocular movement eye will be fused

properly to an object. If any type of anomalies found in the extra
ocular movement, then motor fusion is hampered.

In case of binocular single vision, two terms are very important

for it.
•
•

Horopter

Panum’s fusional area.

Horopter

Horopter is a particular area which is away from the observer,

sharpest images are created to the observer.
Panum’s fusional area

It is a particular area, in front and behind the Horopter where

Figure 3

images are seen properly. It is narrow centrally and broader peripherally.

Binocular single vision is hampered during ocular deviation.

When eye is misaligning from its primary position then it is called
squint.

When eye is in latent position means fusion break and eye is

deviated then it is called phoria. When always eye is deviated it is
called tropia.

Figure 2

Always it is remembered that binocular single vision is mea-

sured by synaptophore.

It is acceptable that stereopsis is always associated with 3-di-

mensional object because it can stimulate non-corresponding

Figure 4

point. Stereopsis may be associated with two-dimensional object,
if two eyes see same object and if horizontal offset is found.
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When eye is deviated then images are fallen from the foveal area
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to the parafoveal region which hampers binocular single vision.

In case of exo deviation images fall on the temporal fovea and in

eso deviation images fall on the nasal fovea.

Esodeviation creates more amblyopia as compared to exo devia-

tion due to fusional vergence. In case of eso deviation amplitude of
fusional vergence of treatment is less as compared to exo deviation.

Usually, eso deviation is treated with cycloplegic refraction or

plus lens or with base in prism.

Eso Deviation is treated with Base Out Prism and Exo Deviation

is treated with Base In Prism. [1-4].
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